Does Workplace Bullying Affect Work Output?

What is this research about?
There is some disagreement about how bullying in the workplace affects workers. Some research suggests that bullying reduces the amount of work a person does. Other research suggests that bullying can increase the work done by a person. As well, the most common forms of workplace bullying are hidden within work expectations, making them hard to detect. How a person reacts to bullying depends on a number of factors. Some of these factors are: if a person thinks bullying is caused by a personal attack or a result of the work culture. How does bullying explain variances found in work performance?

What did the researchers do?
A conceptual model was developed to explain the potential effects of workplace bullying. The attribution model is used to explain differences in how the target interprets bullying. A new meaning of workplace bullying was presented that had details on how bullying is attributed. The new meaning is: Bullying at work is when a Target is exposed to multiple negative social acts over a period of time. The intent of the Bully is to cause harm to the Target. The bullying may be hard to detect or may be obvious. When bullying is hard to detect the Target may not know the behaviour is meant to harm him/her. Thus, the Target does not have to recognize that they are being bullied.

What did the researchers find?
Three dimensions were used to examine how a target interprets bullying. These factors are: cause of bullying (work related or personal), form of bullying (work or non-work), and reason for bullying (to harm or to help target) Six possible interpretations of bullying are produced when these three dimensions interact:

- Developmental: Person centered bullying, expressed through work that is to ‘help’ the target.
- Opportunistic: Person based bullying expressed through work meant to harm the target.
- Work Culture: Work centered bullying, expressed through work that will ‘help’ the target.
- Harmful Work Place: Work based bullying expressed through work that is harmful to the target.

What you need to know:
Some forms of workplace bullying are hard to identify. It is important that young workers know what the different types of bullying are and how it can affect them. This paper gives details on types of bullying and how bullying can be interpreted.
• Personal Attack: Person centered bullying that is directed at the target and meant to harm.

• Culture of Humiliation: Work related bullying that is not related to work and harms the target.

If bullying is common in the workplace the behavior may be blamed on work culture (Culture of Humiliation). This will often result in a decrease in work performance. When bullying is obvious and personal, trust will lessen between the target and bully. These issues are present with Personal Attack or Opportunistic Bullying. This is particularly problematic when the work culture doesn’t prevent bullying, such as with Harmful Work Place.

Typical reasons for bullying are personal gain and dealing with emotions. Personal gain bullying is often subtle. Targets may think subtle bullying is for their own benefit. Bullying is generally viewed as helpful when the bully is a person with power, when the target is optimistic, or when the relationship is thought to be good. Trust can grow when bullying is viewed as work related and the outcome is thought to help the target, such as with Development Bullying. In such situations a target’s work performance may increase. Increases in work performance are also present when a target uses positive thinking to deal with bullying.

**How can you use this research?**

Companies will want to encourage a non-aggressive work culture. Aggressive work cultures can hide bullying, which has a higher chance of decreasing work performance.

Training programs should integrate new information on bullying in the workplace. Including these details will help young workers develop skills needed to ensure bullying in the workplace does not hinder their goals.
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